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Abstract
Moving object detection (MOD) is a significant problem
in computer vision that has many real world applications.
Different categories of methods have been proposed to solve
MOD. One of the challenges is to separate moving objects
from illumination changes and shadows that are present in
most real world videos. State-of-the-art methods that can
handle illumination changes and shadows work in a batch
mode; thus, these methods are not suitable for long video
sequences or real-time applications. In this paper, we pro-
pose an extension of a state-of-the-art batch MOD method
(ILISD) [23] to an online/incremental MOD using unsu-
pervised and generative neural networks, which use illu-
mination invariant image representations. For each image
in a sequence, we use a low-dimensional representation of
a background image by a neural network and then based
on the illumination invariant representation, decompose the
foreground image into: illumination change and moving ob-
jects. Optimization is performed by stochastic gradient de-
scent in an end-to-end and unsupervised fashion. Our al-
gorithm can work in both batch and online modes. In the
batch mode, like other batch methods, optimizer uses all
the images. In online mode, images can be incrementally
fed into the optimizer. Based on our experimental evalu-
ation on benchmark image sequences, both the online and
the batch modes of our algorithm achieve state-of-the-art
accuracy on most data sets.
1. Introduction
Moving object detection (MOD), which tries to separate
moving objects out of a sequence of images, is one of the
fundamental tasks in computer vision that has various ap-
plications, such as video surveillance in airports, residen-
tial areas, shopping malls [26, 3], traffic monitoring [20, 6],
object tracking [19, 25] and gesture recognition in human
machine interaction [28]. Different types of methods have
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Figure 1. Proposed method (NUMOD) decomposes input image,
Ii, into background image,Bi, illumination changes and shadows,
Ci and foreground moving objectsFi. Examples are shown on two
benchmark sequences “Lobby” and “Backdoor.”
been proposed for MOD. However, many of these methods
are vulnerable to illumination changes.
For resolving MOD, traditional statistical methods
model pixel intensity of background and compare pixels
of each frame to it to find the foreground. A single Gaus-
sian (SG) [31] is the simplest method in this category that
models pixel intensity. Later, Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMM) [24] was proposed that models pixels by a number
of Gaussians and uses an online approximation to update
the model. GMM is an online algorithm and can also model
dynamic background to some degree. Kernel Density Es-
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timation (KDE) [9] is another statistical method for MOD.
Although these methods are computationally efficient, they
cannot handle illumination changes and shadows.
State-of-the-art methods for MOD are based on low-rank
and sparse (LRS) matrix decomposition. These methods
use the fact that background pixels are linearly correlated to
each other temporally in a sequence of images and usually
apply a variant of Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on
a sequence of images to obtain a low-rank representation
for the background and sparse outliers representing moving
objects.
PCP method [4] solved the matrix decomposition prob-
lem by minimizing a combination of the nuclear norm of the
low-rank matrix and L1-norm of the sparse matrix. Zhou et
al. [35] accelerated the decomposition in their proposed al-
gorithm GoDec and its faster variant Semi-Soft GoDec (SS-
GoDec). Wang et al. [29] proposed Probabilistic Robust
Matrix Factorization (PRMF) that uses a Laplace error and
a Gaussian prior. A group of the LRS methods made use of
connectivity constraint on moving objects [30, 36, 17]. In
[30] a Bayesian robust matrix factorization (BRMF) model
is proposed. Its extension, Markov BRMF (MBRMF), as-
sumes outliers in foreground form groups with spatial or
temporal proximity by placing a first-order Markov random
field.
Another method called Decolor [36] assumes foreground
objects form small contiguous regions and incorporates
prior knowledge of contiguity in detecting outliers using
Markov Random Fields. Liu et al. [17] proposed Low-
rank and Structured sparse Decomposition (LSD) frame-
work. LSD considers spatial information in sparse outliers
and model the foreground by structured sparsity-inducing
norms. It also uses a motion saliency map to remove back-
ground motion from foreground candidates, thus, it can tol-
erate some sudden background variations. In general, for
scenes with moderate illumination changes, LRS methods
can handle illumination changes. However, with the pres-
ence of significant illumination changes and shadows, LRS
methods fail to separate moving objects from illumination
changes [23].
Recently, a new method called ILISD [23] has been pro-
posed, which is based on low-rank and sparse decomposi-
tion. In addition, ILISD incorporates prior knowledge about
illumination and is been able to distinguish between illumi-
nation changes and real foreground changes. The drawback
of this method is that it can only work in a batch mode.
For continuous monitoring tasks and very long sequences,
an online (incremental) method is required. When number
of images in the sequence increases, memory storage and
computations grow significantly for ILISD.
Another group of MOD methods works in an on-
line/incremental manner. Most of these method are based
on robust PCA. GRASTA is an online incremental gra-
dient descent algorithm which estimates robust subspace
from subsampled data [14]. OPRMF is the online extension
of PRMF which uses expectation-maximization algorithm
which can be updated incrementally [29]. OR-PCA pro-
poses an online robust PCA method. To process the frames
incrementally, it uses multiplication of the subspace basis
and coefficients instead of nuclear norm and updates the
basis for the new frame [10]. COROLA [21] method uses
a sequential low-rank approximation on a fixed window of
images. Moreover, it considers outliers as small contiguous
regions like the Decolor method. Although these methods
have been applied successfully in real-time moving object
detection, they fail to provide satisfactory results, when sig-
nificant illumination changes are present.
Inspired by the significant success of deep neural net-
works in computer vision, several MOD methods based on
deep networks have been proposed recently [1, 2, 18, 29,
34, 33, 8]. However, most of the deep learning-based meth-
ods need supervised training with pixel-wise ground-truth
masks of moving objects. Since, annotating images for ev-
ery pixel is an expensive task and not always practical for
the real-world environment, unsupervised optimization is
preferred. To the best of our knowledge, the only unsu-
pervised neural network based method, BEN-BLN, is pro-
posed in [32]. In this work, a stack of autoencoders,called
Background Extraction Network (BEN), is used to estimate
a background model and then a second autoencoder, called
Background Learning Network (BLN), is in charge of en-
hancing the background. Also an online extension of this
method is proposed, BEN-BLN-Online, that trains the net-
work on a first batch of images and then finetunes it for
streams of input images. Even though BEN-BLN model
builds a non-linear background model, it is unable to ac-
commodate illumination changes.
In this paper, we propose an end-to-end framework
called Neural Unsupervised Moving Object Detection (NU-
MOD) following the principles of the batch method, IL-
ISD. Because of the parameterization via generative neu-
ral network, NUMOD can work both in the online and
in the batch mode. NUMOD’s goal is decomposing each
frame into three parts: background, illumination changes
and moving objects that we are interested in. It uses a fully
connected generative neural network to generate a back-
ground model by finding a low-dimensional manifold for
the background of the image sequence. For each image,
after subtracting the background, the sparse outliers are re-
mained. The sparse outliers include not only moving ob-
jects, but also moving shadows and illumination changes.
To distinguish between them, NUMOD uses an illumina-
tion invariant representation of the images as a prior knowl-
edge that is robust against illumination changes and shad-
ows. This representation has been successfully used in IL-
ISD [23]. NUMOD adds some constraints to the loss func-
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tion based on this invariant representations that enables it to
decompose the sparse part of each image into illumination
and foreground.
Fig. 1 shows example decomposition of input images ob-
tained by NUMOD. This qualitative results illustrate how
NUMOD decomposes an input image, Ii, to background
image, Bi, illumination changes and moving shadows, Ci,
and detected foreground objects, Fi. The first four rows are
selected from ‘Lobby” sequence, which is an indoor scene
with illumination changes. It can be seen that background
images capture some part of the illumination changes, but
most of the illumination changes and shadows are captured
in Ci. The foreground image, Fi, is free of shadows and
illumination changes. The last two rows are from “Back-
door” sequence, which is an outdoor scene with moving
shadows. Again, we observe that moving shadows and illu-
mination changes are separated from moving objects. These
qualitative results show capability of our method in han-
dling illumination changes and shadows. We also perform
quantitative experiments.
NUMOD’s advantages can be summarized as follows.
First, it can work in both batch and online modes of opera-
tion. Second, it uses prior knowledge to overcome illumina-
tion challenge in an end-to-end neural network framework.
Third, unlike other neural network based methods, it trains
in an unsupervised way, without requiring expensive pixel-
wise ground-truth masks. In a nutshell, the main contribu-
tion of NUMOD is that it is an online method, which has
excellent capability of handling illumination changes.
The rest of the paper is structured as follow: Section 2
explains the illumination invariant representation we use in
NUMOD. In section 3, NUMOD methodology and frame-
work are described. We report our experimental results in
section 4. Finally, Section 5 provides conclusions and an
outline of future work.
2. Illumination invariance prior knowledge
Many methods have been proposed for shadow free im-
ages and illumination invariant images. One of the well
known methods is proposed by Finlayson et al. [11], which
shows that for an RGB image under illumination changes,
the 2D log-chromaticity vector for a color surface moves
along a straight line in the scatter-plot of log(R/G) vs.
log(B/G). The direction of this line, e, is same for differ-
ent surfaces. If we project all the chromaticities on a line
orthogonal to e then all the points of the same surface, in-
dependent of the illumination, will be projected to the same
point. This model provides a shadow free image useful for
distinguishing between real moving objects and illumina-
tion changes.
However, [11] has some initial assumptions, which do
not always hold in real data sets. The model assumes that
the scene’s illumination is Planckian, the camera sensors
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Figure 2. Left column shows two input images, Ii, from
“LightSwitch” sequence representing illumination changes; Right
column shows corresponding illumination invariant images, Iinvi .
are narrow-band and the image surfaces have Lambertian
reflectance. When these assumptions are not correct, chro-
maticities of an image’s surface do not move along a straight
line.
To overcome this problem, we use Wiener filter to get
illumination invariant features of images while preserving
their structural information [7]. In [7] Wiener filter is
used to separate illumination and reflectance of an image
across the whole frequency spectrum. The advantage of this
method is that unlike other methods, it considers low fre-
quency part of spectrum as well. Consequently, it preserves
features at every frequency.
Let Ii, i = 1, 2, ..., n be an input image sequence. We
combine Finlayson et al.’s shadow free images and illumi-
nation invariant images extracted by Wiener filter by a sim-
ple averaging as proposed in [22]. The following function
denotes transformation of an input image into an illumina-
tion invariant representation:
Iinvi = Ψ(Ii). (1)
Fig. 2 shows two input images Ii of a same scene un-
der illumination changes and their respective invariant rep-
resentations Iinvi .
3. Proposed method: NUMOD
Let Ii ∈ Rm, i = 1, 2, ..., n be a sequence of vectorized
RGB input images. Our method decomposes Ii into three
images: a background image Bi, an image Ci representing
illumination change and another image Fi denoting moving
objects as follows:
Ii = Bi + Ci + Fi. (2)
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Figure 3. The graph shows the flow of the computations in our framework for the ith image frame. Input image Ii is shown in red
outline. Net1 and Net2 are the two generative neural networks with parameters W 1 and W 2, respectively. Optimizable variables
{U1i , U2i ,W 1,W 2, Ci} are shown in blue outline. Output is the triplet {Bi, Ci, Fi} with the relation: Ii = Bi + Ci + Fi.
The flow of computations for an input frame is shown
in Fig. 3. In summary, the background image Bi is gener-
ated using a fully connected generative network with a low
dimensional input vector U1i . We also decompose the re-
maining sparse vector (Ii − Bi) into illumination changes
Ci and foreground moving objects Fi by applying illumi-
nation invariant constraints. We will explain details of our
algorithm in the following sections.
3.1. Generative network architecture
There are two Generative Fully Connected Networks
(GFCN) in NUMOD: Net1 and Net2 (Fig. 3). Net1 is in
charge of estimating background image, Bi, from the input
image Ii and Net2 generates background image Binvi for
the illumination invariant image Iinvi . These two networks
have the exact same architecture which is shown in Fig. 4.
Input to GFCN is an optimizable low-dimensional la-
tent vector (U1i and U
2
i in Fig. 3). After that there are two
fully connected hidden layers each followed by ReLU non-
linearity. The second hidden layer is fully connected to the
output layer which is followed by the sigmoid function. The
reason to use the sigmoid function at the last layer is to limit
background values between zero and one.
A loss term (3) imposes that the output of GFCN be sim-
ilar to the current input frame. GFCN is similar to the de-
coder part of an autoencoder. In an autoencoder, the low-
dimensional latent code is learned by the encoder, whereas
in GFCN, it is a free parameter that can be optimized and is
the input to the network. During training, this latent vector
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Figure 4. Generative fully connected network: Net1
learns a low-dimensional manifold of the input distribution.
If no further constraint is applied, the network will learn a
naive identity function. Hence by restricting the capacity of
the network, and by limiting number of hidden units in the
hidden layers, the network is able to extract the most salient
features of the data and gets a structure of the data distribu-
tion [12]. In our problem, since images of the sequence are
4
temporally correlated to each other, GFCN is able to learn a
background model of the images and output of the network
is the background image.
The Lreconst loss term, responsible for constructing
background images of Ii and Iinvi , is as follows:
Lreconst =
∑
i
‖Ii −Bi‖1 +
∑
i
‖Iinvi −Binvi ‖1, (3)
where Bi and Binvi are outputs of Net1 and Net2, respec-
tively. We use L1-norm instead of L2-norm in Lreconst to
encourage sparsity of the sparse remainder of images [5].
3.2. Illumination and foreground decomposition
NUMOD is a unified framework shown in Fig. 3. In the
previous section, we explained how Net1 and Net2 gener-
ate backgrounds for an input image and an invariant image,
respectively. Subtracting the background from an input im-
age gives the sparse outliers of that frame (4). Si includes
illumination changes and foreground moving objects:
Si = Ii −Bi
Sinvi = I
inv
i −Binvi .
(4)
As explained earlier, using Net2, We decompose an illumi-
nation invariant image Iinvi into invariant background im-
age Binvi and invariant sparse foreground moving objects
Sinvi . Since, we assume that I
inv
i is independent of illumi-
nation changes, we can use its sparse part Sinvi as a map for
actual moving objects as follows [23]:
Mi =
1
1 + e−(|Sinvi −σ|)
, (5)
where σ is the standard deviation of pixels in Iinv and Sig-
moid function normalizes Mi values between zero and one.
Prior mapMi is used to apply constraints to separate real
foreground changes from illumination changes and moving
shadows. One of the initial assumptions is that in ideal cir-
cumstances, prior map Mi has a large value for the pixels
which include real changes and has a small value for the
pixels in which only illumination variations happen. Since,
illumination changes should be contained in a subspace or-
thogonal to the real changes, each input frame should satisfy
the following constraints [23]:
MTi | Ci |= 0,
(1−Mi)T | Fi |= 0
s.t. Si = Fi + Ci,
(6)
where Ci is the illumination change image and Fi is the
image denoting moving foreground objects. Ci is an op-
timizable parameter in our framework (Fig. 3). Based on
the illumination constraints, We can write the Ldecomp loss
term that is responsible for decomposing Si into Ci and Fi
as (7):
Ldecomp =
∑
i
MTi | Ci | +
∑
i
(1−Mi)T | Fi | . (7)
3.3. End-to-end optimization
To prevent overfitting to noise, we apply l2 regulariza-
tion, or in other words weight decay, on the parameters of
the generative networks. Lreg of the network is defined as
follows.
Lreg = λ(1/2‖W 1‖22 + 1/2‖W 2‖22) (8)
W 1 and W 2 denote parameters of Net1 and Net2, except
biases. λ is a hyper-parameter. The overall loss function of
the whole framework is defined in (9):
L = Lreconst + Ldecomp + Lreg (9)
For optimization, we perform no preprocessing on the
input data. We optimize the network for each image se-
quence independently. As mentioned earlier, NUMOD does
not use ground-truths in the loss function L and it is opti-
mized in an unsupervised manner. We use Adam [15], a
stochastic gradient-based optimizer, to optimize all the pa-
rameters {U1i , U2i , Ci}ni=1,W 1,W 2. Due to the end-to-end
optimization, Net1 and Net2 can have a good effect on each
other and lead each other for a more accurate decomposi-
tion.
Finally, we apply a threshold on Fi vector at each pixel
location (x, y) to obtain foreground binary mask bi.
bi(x, y) =
{
1 | Fi(x, y) |≥ 2t
0 | Fi(x, y) |< 2t
(10)
where t is the standard deviation of pixels in {Fi}ni=1.
3.4. Online mode
The advantage of NUMOD is that it works in both batch
and online modes. In the batch mode, like other batch meth-
ods, we optimize the parameters on batches of the sequence
of images. The extension to online mode is natural by the
virtue of parameterized networks, Net1 and Net2.
For the online mode, first, we optimize the network on
an initial batch of images. Then, parameters W 1 and W 2
of the networks are frozen and the other variables U1i , U
2
i
and Ci are left optimizable (Fig. 3). We freeze network pa-
rameters to avoid overfitting while fine-tuning NUMOD for
the oncoming stream of image frames. At this point, one
or a few input frames are feed into the network, incremen-
tally, and by backpropagating the error, their corresponding
low-dimensional latent variables U1i , U
2
i and illumination
5
variable Ci are optimized. The loss term dose not change
during online mode except that Lreg is omitted:
Lonline = Lreconst + Ldecomp. (11)
Based on our experimental results, with an adequate size of
the initial batch, the network parameters are well-optimized
in the initial phase, so that after freezing those and feeding
new frames, and just by optimizing U1i , U
2
i and Ci, NU-
MOD is able to learn accurate background images and sep-
arate real changes from shadows and illumination changes.
4. experimental results and discussion
4.1. Experimental Setup
4.1.1 Benchmark data sets
We evaluate our proposed method on some benchmark data
sets that include illumination changes and moving shad-
ows to demonstrate that NUMOD can handle illumination
changes.
Image sequences “LightSwitch” and “Camouflage” from
Wallflower data set [27] and “Lobby” from I2R dataset [16]
are selected due to sudden and global illumination changes.
We Also selected “Cubicle”, “PeopleInShade”, “CopyMa-
chine” and “Backdoor” sequences from CDnet data set [13]
that include illumination changes and moving shadows and
contain both indoor and outdoor scenes.
4.1.2 Evaluation metric
We use F-Measure metric for comparing different algo-
rithms, which is used generally as a overall performance
indicator of the moving object detection and background
subtraction methods. F-measure is defined as follows.
F-measure = 2 ∗ Recall ∗ Precision
Recall + Precision
(12)
For each sequence, F-measure is computed for each indi-
vidual frame first and then the average over all the frames
are computed and reported.
4.1.3 Network setup
The size of latent vectors U1i and U
2
i is 5. The first and
second layer size are 10 and 20, respectively. The only hy-
perparameter of the network is λ in (8), which is set 0.005
in all our experiments. Adam optimizer algorithm [15] with
fixed learning rate of 0.001 is used throughout. For the on-
line mode, the first half of the sequence is used to pre-train
the network and then streams of 10 frames are used for on-
line optimization.
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Figure 5. Comparison of ILISD and NUMOD-batch
4.2. Evaluation of NUMOD batch mode
In the first set of experiments, we compare batch mode of
NUMOD to competing batch methods. These methods in-
clude some of the best low-rank and sparse decomposition
methods SSGoDec[35], PRMF[29], Decolor[36], PCP[4],
BRMF[30], LSD[17] and ILISD[23]. ILISD is the method
that can handle illumination change and moving shadows
and comes closest to NUMOD in terms of the objective
function. We also compare our method to BEN-BLN [32],
which is based on stacked autoencoders.
Performance comparison of batch methods is presented
in table 4.2 in terms of F-measure. We observe that NU-
MOD outperforms other methods in most of the sequences.
In “Camouflage” sequence, a person suddenly appears in a
large portion of the scene and causes illumination change.
For “LightSwitch” and “Camouflage” sequences, ground-
truth is available just for one frame and so the results are not
based on the performance over the whole sequence. Gen-
erally, the results demonstrate capability of our method in
separating illumination and real moving objects.
In Fig. 5 we show samples for comparing qualitative
results between ILISD and NUMOD-batch. The shown
results are the decomposed foreground part, called Fi in
our notations, in both methods. Since ILISD result is in
grayscale, we also show our result in grayscale to make
comparison easier. We selected ILISD for comparison since
it is the only batch method capable of handling severe illu-
mination changes and comes closest to NUMOD. As it can
be seen, these methods produce comparable results.
6
Sequence SSGoDec PRMF Decolor PCP BRMF LSD ILISD BEN-BLN NUMOD-Batch
[35] [29] [36] [4] [30] [17] [23] [32]
Backdoor 0.6611 0.7251 0.7656 0.7594 0.6291 0.7603 0.8150 0.6212 0.8536
CopyMachine 0.5401 0.6834 0.7511 0.6798 0.3293 0.8174 0.8179 0.5518 0.8519
Cubicle 0.3035 0.3397 0.5503 0.4978 0.3746 0.4232 0.6887 0.4868 0.7468
PeopleInShade 0.2258 0.5163 0.5559 0.6583 0.3313 0.6168 0.8010 0.6802 0.8661
Camouflage 0.6452 0.6048 0.8125 0.3388 0.6048 0.9456 0.8663 0.9552 0.9224
LightSwitch 0.3804 0.2922 0.5782 0.8375 0.2872 0.6640 0.7128 0.0868 0.7761
Lobby 0.0831 0.6256 0.7983 0.6240 0.3161 0.7313 0.7849 0.4691 0.8355
Table 1. Performance comparison of batch methods based on F-measure score
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Figure 6. Qualitative results for online methods on “LightSwitch”,
“Lobby” and “Backdoor” sequences. Columns from left to right
are input image, sparse output of GRASTA, OR-PCS and BEN-
BLN-Online algorithms and moving foreground output,Fi, of
NuMOD-online in grayscale, respectively.
4.3. Evaluation of NUMOD online mode
In this set of experiments, we compare online mode
of NUMOD to competing online/sequential methods in-
cluding the GMM method [24] and some of the best
LRS decomposition methods GRASTA[14], OR-PCA[10],
COROLA[21] and online mode of BEN-BLN [32] neural
network based algorithm [32].
Performance of each method based on F-measure is re-
ported in table 4.3. Our proposed method obtains the best
results in all sequences except “LightSwitch”. As we men-
tioned earlier, results for this sequence are based on only
a single ground-truth frame. Numerical results shows that
our method outperforms other online methods and is able to
handle illumination changes.
In Fig. 6 we compare qualitative results of online meth-
ods on “LightSwitch”, “Lobby” and “Backdoor” sequences.
The results from other methods is their sparse output and the
result of our method is the the moving foreground output, Fi
in grayscale. In the “LightSwitch” sequence there is a sud-
den and heavy illumination change. The third row shows
all other methods fail to handle illumination change except
NUMOD. The first and fourth rows demonstrates that NU-
MOD is able to obtain a illumination-free foreground when
no moving object is in the scene.
The “Lobby” sequence has a moderate illumination
change. in this sequence, referring to Fig. 6, the only
method that is able to distinguish moving foreground and
illumination changes is NUMOD. GRASTA and OR-PCA
are doing a good job in some frames but in other frames
their foreground contains illumination changes. BEN-BLN
is not able to capture the illumination changes in its back-
ground and as it is shown it appears in the foreground. Once
more, we see in “Lobby” sequence results that only NU-
MOD’s foreground does not include illumination changes
in frames that do not have any moving objects.
The last three rows in Fig. 6 shows results for “Back-
door” sequence. In this sequence, OR-PCA and NUMOD
are doing a good job. However, in the frame without mov-
ing objects, OR-PCA captures some noises in its result.
In general, the quantitative and qualitative results
demonstrate that NOMOD online mode can outperforms
other methods in handling illumination changes.
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Sequence GMM[24] GRASTA[14] OR-PCA[10] COROLA[21] BEN-BLN-Online[32] NUMOD-Online
Backdoor 0.6512 0.6822 0.7360 0.6821 0.5539 0.8394
CopyMachine 0.5298 0.6490 0.5599 0.4155 0.5197 0.8589
Cubicle 0.3410 0.4113 0.5998 0.5213 0.4164 0.7473
PeopleInShade 0.3305 0.5288 0.6088 0.2474 0.7380 0.8671
Camouflage 0.8102 0.6528 0.0823 0.7138 0.8311 0.9117
LightSwitch 0.4946 0.5631 0.8006 0.2830 0.2707 0.7518
Lobby 0.3441 0.6727 0.5831 0.7641 0.3380 0.7687
Table 2. Performance comparison of online methods based on F-measure score
5. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a MOD method called NU-
MOD based on a generative neural network model. In
NUMOD, unsupervised generative networks learn low-
dimensional latent representations of the high dimensional
background images. For separating illumination changes
from foreground moving objects, NUMOD uses an illu-
mination invariant representation of images. The method
works well both in the online and the batch modes. To
the best of our knowledge, NUMUD is the only online
method that can handle illumination changes quite success-
fully. Based on the quantitative and qualitative experimental
results, our method outperforms batch and online methods
in most of the bench mark image sequences.
In the current work, we did not use any assumption con-
sidering structure of the sparse foreground regions. For the
future work, we want to enhance the results by considering
the connectivity of foreground outliers.
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